**BLOCKS OF UNINTERRUPTED TEACHING TIME**
- Daily Reading Groups
- Intensive Reading Program
- Before School Reading Buddy

**SHARED RESPONSIBILITY & ACCOUNTABILITY**
We expect positive support and participation to improve success in Reading. Everyone has a part to play:

- Students
- Parents
- Teachers
- Teacher-aides
- Admin
- Volunteers
- Community Members

We have
- Reading Goals
- Learning Support Plans
- Data Walls to guide Improvement

Reading Homework must do

---

**DO YOU WANT TO HELP??????**
- PARENTS WHO WANT TO BE INVOLVED IN READING TIME AT RICHIE
- PARENTS WHO WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION IDEAS TO HELP THEIR CHILD IN READING

Call the Admin Team

---

**EVERYONE SUCCESSFUL EVERY DAY**

**LEARNING @ RICHIE HILL**

**THE MANY HANDS THAT PROVIDE LAYERS OF SUPPORT INVOLVE**

- Students
- Parents
- Teachers
- Teacher-aides

**TOGETHER MAKES THE DIFFERENCE TO HELP A CHILD ACHIEVE & SUCCEED EVERY DAY AS A LEARNER!**
A STRONG FOCUS ON:
- Language rich classrooms
- Explicit Instruction
- Data drives improvement
- Effective school signature Strategies
- Teaching of reading strategies
  - talking and writing
- Unlocking vocabulary using STRIVE
- Making meaning and comprehending interrogating texts
- Our connecting to real life
- Our questioning
- Our mental images - Visualising
- Every child knows and can articulate their PM Reading/Probe level
- Reading Goals/Reading for life

SHARED BELIEFS & UNDERSTANDINGS
♦ Focused on Literacy & Numeracy
♦ Sharing Success
♦ Knowing your students
♦ Focusing on intervention
♦ Everybody’s business
♦ Valued
♦ High expectations and targets for each year level P-7
♦ Interactive
♦ Responsive to Individual needs
♦ 5 days a week ½ hr structured reading groups P-7
♦ Co-operative/collaborative
♦ Flexible groupings
♦ Fun/Challenging
♦ Everyone can achieve
♦ Frequent feedback
♦ Tracking and Monitoring
♦ Communicating with parents about learning
♦ Teachers know how to articulate school teaching and learning philosophies

LEARNING AT RICHIE IS:
- Parents taking an interest in their child’s learning
- Regular communication
- Common Understandings
- Reading for Homework mandated
- Reading Awards
  25 Nights of Reading
  50 Nights of Reading
  75 Nights of Reading
  100 Nights of Reading
  125 Nights of Reading
- Tips Booklet
- Newsletter/Skoolbag App links
- Yarning Circle

PO BOX 317
CHARTERS TOWERS

PARENTAL & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IS A MUST & ALWAYS ENCOURAGED

We read to build skills and stamina everyday!